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Several equivalent definitions of anticommutativity for selfadjoint operators are 
presened. It is shown that the anticommutativity of two selfadjoint operators A 
and B. satisfying <Afl 5g) + (5fl Ag) =0 for all ,f and g in the intersection of the 
domai IS of A and B, is equivalent to the selfadjointness of their sum and difference. 
In stuttying the structure of anticommuting selfadjoint operators A and B, attention 
may he restricted to the case, where both A and B are injective. In that case, A is 
unitar ly equivalent to -A. Moreover, A and B are uniquely determined by a 
triplet (b, I’, Q). where b is unitary, and P and Q are commuting, injective, positive, 
and selfadjoint operators. This IS a natural correspondence. 0 19W Academic 
Press, I tc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Severe 1 characterizations of anticommutativity for (unbounded) self- 
adjoint Jperators are stated; some of these are given in terms of the 
projectic n valued measures associated with the selfadjoint operators. 
Vasilejcu [V] proved that, if A and B are given selfadjoint anti- 
commut .ng operators, then A + B is selfadjoint. We prove that, if A and B 
are give I symmetric operators satisfying (Af ) Bg ) + (Bf 1 Ag) = 0 for all 
f and g in 3(A) n B(B), and if A + B and A - B are both assumed essen- 
tially se.fadjoint, then it follows that A and B are essentially selfadjoint, 
and their closures anticommute. 
It is shown that two anticommuting selfadjoint operators A and B only 
interact on the orthogonal complement of the span of the union of the 
kernel cf A and the kernel of B. Therefore, assume that A and B both are 
injectivc. In this case A (resp., B) is unitary equivalent to -A (resp., -B). 
We :.lso provide an explicit correspondence between pairs of anti- 
commu ing injective selfadjoint operators, and triplets consisting of two 
commu .ing positive injective selfadjoint operators and a single unitary 
operato f. 
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An attempt has been made to keep this paper self-contained. Apart from 
the last section (Section 5), where we prove a conjecture due to 
Samojlenko [Sa, p. 1261 we shall only need three results which cannot be 
found in [RS]. Two of them are simple facts about selfadjoint operators: 
Lemma 1.3 below and the fact that the sum of two commuting positive 
selfadjoint operators is again selfadjoint [P, Lemma 4.1511. The third is a 
fact about the Stieltjes integral [S, Lemma 5.21. We shall also make use of 
some results on commuting operators. Most of these results may be found 
in [JM, Nu, P, RS, V]. But they may all be derived by the methods which 
we use to establish their anticommutative analogs. For this reason, explicit 
reference will usually not be given to the commutative versions. 
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let A and B be linear operators on a Hilbert space &‘. If B is bounded, 
then A and B are said to anticommute, if BAx -AB, i.e., if B maps the 
domain &S(A) of A into itself and BAf= -ABf, for all f in g(A). The 
following result motivates the definition of anticommutativity, in the case 
where both A and B are (unbounded) selfadjoint operators on 2”. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let A be a selfaa’joint operator on a Hilbert space 
Xand let B be a bounded operator on 2. Conditions 1 through 3 below are 
equivalent : 
1. A and B anticommute; 
2. exp(itA)B = B exp( - itA) for all real t; 
3. exp(itB)A c A exp( -itB), i.e., exp( -itB) maps 9(A) into 9(A) 
and the operators coincide on 9(A). 
Here exp(itA ) is given by the functional calculus and exp(itB) is given by the 
usual series expansion of the exponential function. 
Proof 1 =E- 2. Approximate A + eii.’ by simple functions and use 
the functional calculus. 1 * 3. Clearly (for f in 9(A)) C(itB)“Afln! = 
AZ( -itB)“f/n!, if we only sum from 0 to N. Since the left-hand side 
converges to exp(itB) Af as N -+ co and A is closed, 3 follows, 2 =E- 1. Fix 
fin g(A), then 
(exp( - itA) Bf - Bf )/t = B(exp(itA) f - f )/t 
converges to iBAf as t -+ 0. Hence Bf 6 Q(A) and - ABf = BAfi 3 * 1 is 
similar to 2 = 1. 1 
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Two sl:lfadjoint operators A and B are said to anticommute if 
exp(itA )E c B exp( - itA) for all real t. By Proposition 1.1 we may expect 
that this tlelinition of anticommutativity is symmetric in A and B. 
PROPOS TION 1.2. Let A and B be selfadjoint operators on a Hilbert 
space. Thcs following four conditions are equivalent : 
1. (#:xp isA)Bc Bexp(-isA) for all reals; 
2. cx tB and A commute and sin tB and A anticommute for all real t; 
3. (:xp isA)(exp itB) = (cos tB) exp isA + i(sin tB) exp( -isA) for all 
real s ana t; 
4. ( :xp itB) A c A exp -itB for all real t ; 
where cos tB and sin tB are given by the functional calculus, 
Proof We will demonstrate that 1 j 2 * 3 =>4; by symmetry we may 
then infer that 4 * 1. It is trivial that 2 * 3. For 3 * 4, note that if f is in 
9(A), then the right-hand side of 
(ex]) isA)(exp itB) f = (cos tB)(exp isA)f+ i(sin tB)(exp -isA)f 
is differetitiable with respect to s; hence so is the left-hand side. If we 
evaluate :he differentiated expresion at s =O, then we get 4, since A is 
closed. \vTe are left to prove that 1 3 2: Begin by noting that, if 
U: [w --, 9( B2) is two times continuous differentiable, and 
$ u(t) = -B%(t), 
then u(t)=%‘(t)u(O)+Y(t)u’(O), where %(t)=cos tB, and Y(t)= 
Jb q(s) ds, cf., [Fa, p. 251. Let s in R, and f in 9(B2), be fixed, and let 
u(t) = (cos tB)(exp isA) f - (exp isA)(cos tB)f 
Then u s:.tislies (l), and u(O) = u’(0) = 0. Hence, u(t) = 0 for all t. Similarly, 
(sin tB)(exp isA)f= (exp -isA)(sin tB)f for all t. Density of 9(B2) in & 
implies 2 1 
Remar,c. One might expect that two selfadjoint operators A and B 
anticommute if and only if 
(exp isA) exp itB = (exp itB) exp - isA (2) 
for all rell s and t. But (2) implies that A = 0. In fact, it is clear that (2) 
implies (~:xp isA) 9(B) c Q(B) and 
(exp -itB)(exp isA)(exp itB)f= (exp -isA)f (3) 
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for all J in 3E”. Take f in g(B); if we differentiate (3) with respect to t and 
evaluate at t = 0, then we get (exp isA) Bf= B(exp isA)S, therefore A and 
B commute. Hence we get (exp isA) exp itB = (exp itB) exp isA; comparing 
this with (2) gives exp isA = 1 for all s, hence A = 0. 
The following result will be used frequently in the seque1. We record it 
for the reader’s convenience. 
LEMMA 1.3 [DS, Theorem X11.2.9(c)]. Let A be a selfaa’joint operator 
on a Hilbert space and let f be a real valued Bore1 function defined on the 
real line. Then E(a;f(A)) = E(f-‘(a); A), w h ere o is an arbitrary Bore1 set 
and E( .; A) (resp. E( .;f(A)) is the projection valued measure associated 
with A (resp. f(A)). 
We show next that our concept of anticommutativity for selfadjoint 
operators coincides with the one used in [V]. This is a consequence of 
Proposition 1.2 and 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let A and B be serfadjoint operators on a Hilbert 
space. Then A and B anticommute I$ and only tf” one of the following 
equivalent conditions hold: 
1. (;1- A))‘Bc B(I1+ A))’ whenever J is a non-real scalar; 
2. E(a; A)Bc BE( -o; A) for all Bore1 sets o. 
Proof Assuming 1, if we use that (2n(2n- itA)-‘)*” converges to 
exp itA strongly on n -+ cc (by the functional calculus) and (A - ,Ip2”Bf = 
B(A + A)-2nf and f in g(B) and n = 0, 1,2, . . . . together with the fact that 
B is closed, then we easily deduce that (exp itA) B c B exp -itA. Conver- 
sely, if A and B anticommute and Im R < 0, then [RS, Formula VIII.91 (for 
fin g(B)) 
i(A - A)-‘Bf = jam e-‘“‘(exp itA) Bf dt 
I 
cc 
= 
0 
e-‘“‘B(exp -itA) f dt = -iB(A + ,I-‘f 
by the usual Riemann sum argument. This formula also holds for Im 1> 0, 
since it holds for -A. This proves 1. Now we can conclude the proof by 
showing that 1 and 2 are equivalent. If Im A # 0 then 
((A-A)-‘Bf lg)= j &d<E(y;A)Bf Is> 
<@+A)-‘f lBg>= j &&-W; -A)f I Bg) 
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for all f and g in 9(B) by Lemma 1.3. Hence 1 holds if and only if 
(@a; A) Bflg) = (E(o; -A)flBg) for all Bore1 sets G [S, Lemma 5.21. 
Since E(cy -A) = E( - a; A) by Lemma 1.3 the proof is complete. 1 
Remar 2s. (i) Proposition 1.4 remains true, with essentially the same 
proof, if 6 is only assumed to be a closed densely defined operator. In that 
case, for the anticommutativity of A and B we demand that (exp itA) B c 
B exp -i, A for all real t. 
(ii) Combining Propositions 1.2 and 1.4, we note that a question 
raised by Vasilescu [V, p. 813 has a affirmative answer. Specifically 
Vasilesct. proved that, if E(o; A) B c BE( -0; A) for all Bore1 sets o . Then 
(exp isA B c B exp( - isA) for all real s. He suggested that the converse 
might bc true. 
(iii) By Proposition 1.2, 2 (in Proposition 1.4) holds if and only if 
E(a; B),L c AE( --0; B); this was also proved in [V]. 
2. THE DECOMPOSITION THEOREM 
The result in this section shows that some questions about two anti- 
commuing selfadjoint operators can be reduced to the case where both 
operators are injective. 
THEOIEM 2.1. Let A and B be selfadjoint operators on a Hilbert space 
2. Consider the decomposition 
2 = (Ker A + Ker B)’ 0 (Ker Al3 Ker B) 
@ (Ker BB Ker A) 0 (Ker A n Ker B) 
(orthogonal direct sum of closed subspaces), where Ker A8 Ker B = 
{f E Kc r A : (f ( g) = 0, g E Ker B}. If A and B anticommute, and A and B 
are decomposed according to the decomposition of %‘, then A = 
A,+O-tA,+O and B=B,+B,+O+O, where g(A,)=@A)n(KerA+ 
Ker B) ‘, and A, f = Af for f in Q(A , ). Similar conclusions hold for A,, B, , 
and B, Furthermore, Aj and B, are injective selfadjoint operators for j = 1,2, 
and A, and B, anticommute. 
Procf. By Proposition 1.4, we have 
BE(a; A)IE(-a; A)B and AE(a; B) 2 E( -0; B) A (1) 
for all Bore1 sets 6. Because of (1) anything done below for A (and B) is 
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also valid, if A and B are interchanged. The symmetric expression obtained 
in this way is not written out. Write the spectrum a(A) of A as 
a(A)=S,uD,u (0) (2) 
(disjoint union), where S, = {Aob(A): 1 #O, -Leo(A)}, DA = 
a(A)\(S,u (0)). Let E,=E(S,;A), F,=E(D,;A), and KA=E({O};A). 
Then 
F,=I-E,-K,=(E,+K,)’ (3) 
in view of (2). To simplify the notation, a given projection will be identified 
with its range. By (1) and (3), any two projections selected from 
{ Ej, Fj, K,: j= A, B} mutually commute. Note that condition (l), and 
( -DA) n o(A) = @, imply I;,L@(B) c KS. It follows that 
I;,<&,, (4) 
since B is a closed operator. Combining (3) and (4), we get 
FAFe=O. (5) 
Looking at (2) and (4), we note that 
EAFB<EAKA =O. 
If we let K: = K, - K, KB, then (3) (5), and (6) yield 
l=E,Es+K;+K;+K,K,. (7) 
Note that KS: + Ki+ KAKs is the closure of Ker A + Ker B. Since 
AEB 2 EBA and AK,, =) K,A (by (1 )), we get 
E, EB A c AE, E, and K;A c AK;. @I 
Hence if Aj, j= 1,2 is defined by 9(A,) = E, E,Q(A), 9(A2) = KE9(A), 
and Aj f = Af for f in 9(Aj) c 9(A) (the inclusion follows from (8)), then 
the Ai’s are selfadjoint operators on E,E, and K& respectively. Hence A 
decomposes as A = A, f 0 + A, + 0 in the decomposition (7) of &‘. 
Similarly, B = B, + B, + 0 + 0. Clearly Aj and Bj (j = 1,2) are injective and 
A, and B, anticommute since they satisfy (1). fl 
We proved that 
(KerA+KerB)‘=E(S,;A)E(S,;B), 
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hence one might conjecture that the spectrum of A, is symmetric around 
zero (i.e., a(A r) = -o(A I )); in fact much more is true, see Corollary 3.2 
below. 
3. CONSEQUENCES OF THE POLAR DECOMPOSITION 
Throwi rg in the polar decomposition as an extra ingredient we obtain a 
characterization of anticommutativity for selfadjoint operators in terms of 
their pro:ection valued measures. We show that if A and B are anti- 
commutirg injective selfadjoint operators, then A is unitarily equivalent to 
-A. Fur :her we exhibit a natural bijection between pairs of injective 
anticommuting selfadjoint operators and triplets (X, Y, U), where X and Y 
are injective positive selfadjoint and commuting operators and U is unitary. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A and B be selfadjoint operators on a Hilbert space, 
and let A = UP and B = VQ be the polar decomposition of A and B. If A and 
B anticofixmute, then (1) VAc -AV and UBc -BU; (2) VPc PV and 
UQ c Q~IJ; (3) P and Q commute; (4) UV= -VU; (5) A and Q commute 
and B al;d P commute; (6) UA = AU and VB= BV; (7) UP= PU and 
VQ=QV; (8) U= U* and V= V*; (9) A and P commute, and B and Q 
commute. 
Proof In view of Theorem 2.1, we may assume that both A and B are 
injective. Conclusions (6) through (9) follow from the spectral theorem for 
a single selfadjoint operator. (1) is a special case of the relation 
,??(a; B) A c AE( - a; B), since 
V=E((O,oo);B)-E((-co,O);B). (1) 
Proof of (5). If Im L # 0, then by Proposition 1.4, 
since (A’ - A2)--I = (;i - A)-‘(A + A))‘. Hence A2 and B commute. Now 
(5) follows from E(a; IA\) = E( (x2: x E 0, x > 0); A2). A similar argument 
proves (3). And (2) follows from (5) due to Eq. (1). For the final part of 
the proof we note that (1) and (2) imply that VUP = -UVP and this in 
turn give; (4) since P is injective. 1 
The analogue of Theorem 3.1 for commuting operators is trivial, but the 
commutative analogue of the following corollary is just a tautology. 
COROL .ARY 3.2. Let C= A, be the part of A that acts in 
(Ker A + Ker B)‘. Then C is unitarily equivalent to -C. 
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COROLLARY 3.3. Let A and B be injective selfadjoint anticommuting 
operators on a Hilbert space Z?. Then there exists a decomposition 
(1) S=Jf+@X- =(-$g of s into orthogonal closed subspaces 
such that 
where (3) A, and Ql are injective positive selfadjoint commuting operators 
on X + and b is an isometric isomorphism mapping ;X; onto SK . 
Conversely, if the decomposition (1) of X is given and, if we further are 
given operators A + , Q, and b as in (3), then A and B determined by (2) is 
a pair of injective anticommuting selfadjoint operators on 2. 
ProofI Let A = UP and B = VQ be the polar decompostions of A and 
B. Let &?+ ={feX: Uf=f} and X = {fE&?: Uf= -f>, then (1) 
holds. Furthermore, 
where A k f = + Af E X+ for all f in 9(A + ) = 9(A) n ZY. By Proposi- 
tion 1.4, E(o; A) B c BE{ --o; A), hence 
and 
This together with B= VQ gives 
v= 
0 c 
( ) h 0’ 
hence V = V* = V-l implies c = b*, bb* = id,+, and b*b = id,_. Since B is 
selfadjoint, we have VQ = QV and, therefore, bQl = Qzb. If we invoke 
Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2, then we see that AV= -VA, hence 
bA + = A _ b. Finally, A + and Q1 commute, since A and Q commute. The 
converse is trivial. m 
Remark. Up to unitary equivalence we have Z+ = JK and b = id. 
The existence of a characterization of anticommutativity for selfadjoint 
operators in terms of their spectral measures was deemed to be highly 
unlike in [VJ. Nevertheless, such a characterization is obtained in the 
following corollary. 
58O!X9,2-14 
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COROLI.ARY 3.4. Let A and B be selfadjoint operators on a Hilbert space. 
Then A a ?d B anticommute if and only if 
E(u;A)E(a;B)=E(o;B)E(u;A) 
and 
CE((O, ~);A)-E((-~,O);A)l E(o;B) 
= E( --a; B)[E((O, co); A) - E(( - 00, 0); A)] 
for all Bevel sets o and u, such that u is symmetric around zero, i.e., -I E u 
if iE/l. 
Proof. Let A = UP be the polar decomposition of A. From Proposition 
1.4 and ‘Theorem 3.1, we get 
E( o; B) U = UE( -a; B) and E(a; B)Pc PE(a; B) (2) 
for all Bore1 sets G if A and B anticommute. But clearly (2) implies that A 
and B articommute. Now 
U=E((l),oo);A)-E((-oo,O);A) and E(~;P)=E({+I:~E[W,I~(E~};A), 
hence (2 ) is equivalent to the conditions listed in the corollary. 1 
A ve:sion of the preceding corollary where A and B appear in a 
symmet ic way, can easily be written down if one uses: 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let A = UP and B = VQ be the polar decompositions of 
two sehadjoint operators. Then A and B anticommute if and only if (1) 
UV= - VU; (2) UQ t QU; (3) VPc PV; and (4) P and Q commute. 
Prooj: Theorem 3.1 clearly implies that if A and B anticommute, then 
(1) thrc ugh (4) are satisfied. Conversely, if (1) through (4) is satisfied, then 
it is immediate that UB c -BU and that E(a; P) B c BE(o; P); hence by 
the proof of the preceding corollary, A and B anticommute. 1 
4. INTEGRABILITY OF THE ANTICOMMUTATIVITY RELATION 
It is shown that if A and B are selfadjoint, 9 = 9(A) n 9(B) is a domain 
of (essc ntial) selfadjointness for A + B and ( Af ) Bg ) + (Bf 1 Ag ) = 0 for all 
f and g in 9, then A and B anticommute. In the case of commuting 
operators, this is only true if one adds the condition that the domain (of 
the clcsure) of A + B is a subset of 9(A) [Nu, Theorem 51. Conversely 
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Vasilescu [V, Theorem 2.11 proved that if A and B are anticommuting 
selfadjoint operators, then A + B is selfadjoint. We give a new proof of this 
result. Our proof is based on Theorem 3.1. 
One cannot apply the methods from [JM] to get integrability results 
because the span of the orbit {(ad A)kB: k = 0, 1,2, . ..} of B under ad A has 
infinite dimension in general. In fact, the orbit is (2kAkB: k=O, 1,2, . ..}. 
Remember that (ad A)X= AX= XA. In particular, one cannot expect that 
methods which give integrability for finite dimensional Lie algebras of 
operators, will work for anticommuting operators. The paper [GW] 
contain integrability results for a different infinite dimensional Lie algebra. 
PROPOSITION 4.1 [Nu J. Let A be a serfadjoint operator and let B be a 
symmetric operator. Zf 9(A) c g(B) and (Af 1 Bg) = (Bf 1 Ag) for all f 
and g in 9(A), then B is essentially selfadjoint and A and the closure of B 
commute. 
Proof: This is a special case of [Nu, Corollary 11, but for the sake of 
completeness a simple proof will be given below. Choose g in 2 such that 
((i+B)f [g)=O for all f in 9(A). Let h=(i+A)-‘g and f=(i-A))‘h, 
then 
(h)(i-B)h)=<(i+B)Ig)=O, 
since (h ( Bh ) is real, this gives h = 0. Similarly one proves that Ran(i - B) 
is dense in 2. Hence B is essentially selfadjoint [RS, p. 2571. 
Let f and g be analytic vectors [RS, p. 2761 for A. By induction 
(A”flBg)=(BfIA”g) for n=0,1,2,...; hence ((expitA)f/Bg)= 
(Bf 1 (exp -itA) g) for all t in R, since (exp itA) f = E(itA)“f/n! for every 
analytic vector f: Therefore (exp itA )B c Bexp itA, hence A and B 
commute. 1 
The proof of the essential selfadjointness of B does not work for 
anticommuting operators. 
THEOREM 4.2 [V]. Let A and B be serfadjoint anticommuting on Hilbert 
space. Then A + B is selfaa’joint and commutes with (A( + 1 BI. 
Proof Let A = UP and B= VQ be the polar decompositions of A and 
B. By Theorem 3.1 and [P, Lemma 4.15.11, P + Q is selfadjoint. From 
Theorem3.1 we get ((A+B)fJ(P+Q)g)=((P+Q)fI(A+B)g) for 
all f amd g in 9(P+ Q) = 9(A) n 9(B). Hence A + B is essentially 
selfadjoint by Proposition 4.1. Another application of Theorem 3.1 gives 
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for all f n 9(A) n 9(B); hence 
ll(A + B)fll’= IMfll’+ Ilml’ (1) 
for f in :@(A + B). It follows from (1) that A + B is closed. 1 
Remar.&. (1) We will leave it to the reader to discover what A + B 
looks likl: in the languages of Corollary 3.3. 
(2) By the methods of the proof above, one obtains that if A and B 
are comrmting selfadjoint operators, then A + B is essentially selfadjoint. 
Let A and B be as in Theorem 4.2. Let f and g be vectors in 9(A + B), 
then ((e cp itA)f ( Bg) = (Bf I (exp itA) g), hence 
(Ml&>= -(WI&). (2) 
The corresponding fact for commuting operators was used in the proof of 
Theoren 4.2. In view of (2), the following theorem is a converse to 
Theoren 4.2. This will be made explicit in Corollary 4.4. 
THEOFEM 4.3. Let A and B be symmetric operators on a Hilbert space 
2. Let .& be a subspace of 2 contained in the domain of A and B. If A &- B 
restrictefl to A both are essentially selfadjoint and (Af I Bg) + 
(Bf ) Ag ) = 0 for all f and g in 4, then A and B are essentially selfadjoint 
and then’ closures anticommute. 
Proof By considering the closure of A and B we may (and will) assume 
that A and B are closed. This simplifies the notation slightly. Let S, 
(resp. S..) be the closure of the restriction of A + B (resp. A - B) to A?. For 
f in J%’ we have 
(3) 
Therefo1.e 9(S+)=G@(S-)c9(A)n9(B) and (3) holds for all f in 
9(S+). Hence S, c A + B. Since A + B is symmetric, we get S, = A + B 
and S- = A -B. Next we will prove that A and B are selfadjoint. Let h be 
a vector in X which satisfies that ((i + B) f ( h ) = 0 for all f in 9(S+ ). Let 
g= (i+ S+)-‘h. We get 
lVl12= <(i+S+)glh) = <Aglh) G lb&II llhll, 
hence 11 ,i+ S,) g/J < IIAgl(. Combining this with (3) gives 
l/g/12+ U&II26 llgl12+ IIS, gl12= Il(i+~+)g/12~ II&II*; 
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hence h=(i+S+)g=O. Therefore (i+B)g(S+) is dense in 2; similarly, 
(i-B) 9(S+) is dense in Z. Hence B is selfadjoint [RS, Theorem VII.31. 
By symmetry A is also selfadjoint. 
It follows from (3) that (AfIBg)+(BfIAg)=O for all f and g in 
9(S+). Hence if f is in 9(S:), then ,4f and Bf are in 9(ST) and 
AS+ f = ST Af and BS, f = -ST Bf: Therefore S: c ST S_ , but since S: 
and SF S- both are selfadjoint, this gives St = ST S-, and 9(S:) is a 
core for S . Now we invoke the hypothesis that S_ is selfadjoint. Then we 
get: (1) S:=S’; (2) AT3(S:)c9(S+), B9(S!+)c9(S+); and (3) 
(S:flAg) = (Af IS: g> f or all f and g in 9(S: ), hence A and S: com- 
mute. Similarly, B and SC commute. Let E, = E(( -n, n); S:); then E, 
commutes with A and B, and Ran E, c 9(S:) c 9(A) n 52(B). Hence 
A, = AE, and BE,, are bounded operators and A,zB, = -B, A,. Using the 
usual series expansions we obtain 
exp(isA) exp(itB)E, = [cos(tB) exp(isA) + i(sin tB) exp( -isA)] E,. 
Letting n -+ co and applying Proposition 1.2 proves that A and B anti- 
commute. 1 
Remark. By different methods Nussbaum proved a theorem [Nu, 
Theorem 51 for commuting operators similar to our Theorem 4.3. Due to 
Nussbaum’s result one might hope to remove the assumption that A - B is 
essentially selfadjoint, from Theorem 4.3. 
Note that we actually proved that the essential selfadjointness of A and 
B follow from: (1) the essential selfadjointness of A + B; and (2) 
(Af ) Bf ) + (Bf ) Af ) = 0 for all f in A. We only needed the selfadjoint- 
ness of S- to get that A and B commute with St. 
The existence of two symmetric operator A and B acting on a Hilbert 
space 2, having a common invariant domain 9, and satisfying that 
aA + bB is essentially selfadjoint for all real a and b, but such that A and 
B does not commute, is well known [JM, Chap. 11; RS, p. 273; Ne]. By 
Theorem 4.3 no such example exists for anticommuting operators. On the 
other hand, [V, Example 3.33 shows that the pointwise anticommutativity 
of A and B on a common invariant core does not imply the 
anticommutativity of A and B. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let A and B be serfadjoint operators. Then A and B 
anticommute if and only if A + B both are selfadjoint and (Af 1 Bg) + 
(BfIAg)=OforalIf andging(A)ng(B). 
The following corollary is an anticommutative version of a theorem due 
to Nelson [Ne, Theorem 51. An operator theoretic proof of Nelson’s 
theorem can be found in [Nu]. Nelson’s theorem is extended to elliptic 
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polynomi 11s in two variables of degree two by Fuglede [Fu]. The case 
p(x, y) = x2 + y2 is Nelson’s theorem. This extension seems not to go 
through for anticommuting operators. 
COROLI.ARY 4.5. Let A and B by symmetric operators on a Hilbert space 
P, and kst JZ be a subspace of the domain of A2, AB, BA, and B2. Assume 
that A2 i-B2 restricted to ~2’ is essentially selfadjoint and that 
ABf + Br?f = 0 for all f in 4. Then A and B are essentially selfadjoint and 
their clos lres anticommute. 
Proof. Let S, = A f B on 9(A) n 9(B) and let S be the closure of the 
restrictiojt of A2 + B2 to A. Then Sf = S’, f for f in A!. We claim that 
S = (S,) ‘. To prove this claim note first that if f is in A@ then 
Ils+fl12= GqLflf> G IlSfll Ilfll. 
Hence if f, is in A!, f is in 9(S) and f,, -f, Sf, -+ 5” then f is in 9(s+) 
and S, j’~ 9(S+ ). We have proved 
S&+, (4) 
since S i; selfadjoint and St is symmetric (4) implies S = s: as claimed. 
But the claim implies 
for all 1’ and g in 9(S)eC#(S+); hence s+ is selfadjoint by Proposi- 
tion 4.1. Similarly, S- is selfadjoint. The corellary now follows from 
Theorem 4.3 above. 1 
5. AN ANALOGUE OF A THEOREM DUE TO NELSON 
In [Sal Samojlenko proved the following theorem. Let A and B be 
symmehic operators defined on a dense invariant domain 9. If 9 consist 
of entire vectors for A and B. and if 
ABf+ BAf = 0, for f in 9, 
then tht selfadjoint closures of A and B anticommute. Samojlenko [Sa, 
p. 1261 conjectured that this remain true, if 9 consist of analytic, not 
necessarily entire, vectors. Evidence in favor of this is that the commutative 
version of the analytic vector result is true [Ne]. The purpose of this 
section s to give a proof of Samojlenko’s conjecture. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let A and B be symmetric operators on a Hilbert space. 
Assume that A and B are defined on a dense invariant subspace 9. If 9 
consist of analytic vectors for A and for B, and if (AB + BA) f = 0, for f 
in 9. Then the selfadjoint closures of A and B anticommute. 
For the proof we need the following two results. The first is a special case 
of a theorem due to Nelson [Ne]; subsequently generalized in [Si, K, Ru], 
see also [GJ]. It is the commutative version of the theorem we are trying 
to prove. The second is a theorem due to Roe Goodman [G]; it describes 
the set of joint analytic vectors in terms of analytic vectors for one- 
parameter subgroups. It is convenient to introduce some notation before 
we state these results. 
Let X, and X2 be operators on a Hilbert space %. Let 
P,(f) = max Ilxi, . . . xikf II3 
where 1 < k < n and 1 < i,, . . . . ik d 2. We set 1(X, . . . X, f )I = co, if f is not 
in the domain of Xi, ... X,. The space #“(Xi, X,) of jointly analytic 
vectors for X, and X2 is the set off in 2 satisfying 
for some positive t = t(f ). The space Y?“(X) of analytic vectors for a single 
operator X is Z”(X, X). 
THEOREM N [Ne]. Let X, and X, be symmetric operators defined on a 
dense (in s?)), invariant subset 9 of 2. If 
9 c A?““(X,) n J?“(X,) 
and 
X,X,f =x,x,f, f E9, 
then the closures of X, and X, are selfadjoint and commute. 
THEOREM G [G]. Let X1 and X, be serfadjoint operators. Then 
Z”(X, 9 X,) = JWX,) f-7 *“(x2), 
provided X, and X, commute. 
Before we proceed to the proof of Theorem 5.1 let us pause and give a 
proof a Samojlenko’s theorem. Our proof of this result is much shorter 
than Samojlenko’s original argument. This is possible, primarily because of 
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the prelinkinary work done in Sections 1, 2, and 3. In fact, we obtain a 
slightly st -anger result. 
FROPOS TION 5.2 [Sal. Let A and B be selfadjoint operators. Let 53 be a 
subspace of 9(A) n 9(B). Assume that 3 is dense and invariant, 
53~~+?‘(.i),and~isacoreforB.Zf (AB+BA)f=O,forfing,thenA 
and B anticommute. 
Proof: Using the usual series expansion we obtain 
exp(isA) Bf = B exp( - isA) f (1) 
for all f in 9 (and all real s). But since 9 is a core for B, it is easy to see 
that (1) roust hold for all f in 9(B). 1 
Now 1t:t us prove the main theorem (of this section). It follows from 
Theorem N that: (1) A and B are selfadjoint; (2) A2 and B commute; and 
(3) A am. 8* commute. Let P= 121 and 
U=E((O, m);A)-E((-al,O);A) 
and let G and V be constructed similarly from B. It follows from (2) and 
(3) that [a) P and Q, (b) P and V, and (c) Q and U commute. Note - - 
that ma(A) = W“(P), since IIA”f 11 = /I P”f II. Furthermore, HO(A, B) = 
YT(P, Q), since an easy induction argument, using (a), (b), and (c) shows 
/Ixi, “.xiaf II = II yi, ..’ Yinf II2 
where 1 < ik< 2, X, =A, X2 = i?, Y, = P, and Y, = Q. Invoking 
Theorem G, we get 
- - 
XP”(A, B) = %‘““(A) n X’“(B). (2) 
- - 
BY assltmption 59 c S?“(d) n &Y”“(B), and trivially &?“(A, B) c 
sP(A + s). Now Theorem N acplies, it follows that A + B and A - B are 
essential1 r selfadjoint. An application of Theorem 4.3 therefore completes 
the prooj. i 
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